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1 Introduction

Myriad is a federated databaze system (FDBS) proto-

type being developed at the University of Minnesota.

The main objective behind this prototyping effort is to

provide’’enterprise-wide” information byintegrating in-

dependently developed databases while preserving the

local autonomy of the component DBMSs andapplica-

tions. In Myriad, multiple federations can be formed.

A federation consists of an integrated database whose

schema is represented as a set of integrated relations

derived from the export relations provided by the com-

ponent DBMSS. SQL, mainly due to its simplicity and

popularity among database users and vendors, has been

adopted to express global queries aa well as the queries

for the local database gateways. Myriad provides query

processing and global transaction management in a fed-

erated environment [Myriad93].

2 Current Implementation Status

An implementation of Myriad has been realized in the

UNIX environment on a network of Sun SPARCsta-

tions. Currently, we have built gateways on two lo-

cal DBMSS, namely Oracle and Poatgres. To demon-

strate the essential features of database integration in

Myriad, we constructed several example databasea on

both Oracle and Postgres such that relations from these

databases are merged into integrated relations using re-

lational operations as well as user-defined integration
functions. All programs are written in C and embedded

query languages. The Myriad communication process is

implemented using the BSD socket libraries.

The essential functionalities of all query processing

components have been implemented. A simple query

*The address of this author is Data Parallel Systerns, Inc.,
Bloomington, IN 47408.

optimization strategy has been adopted to evaluate

global SQL queries. A full-fledged query optimization

is currently being developed and implemented.

We have implemented a Myriad transaction manage-

ment subsystem that supports the general transaction

model. Presently, each integrated local DBMS em-

ploys two-phase locking (2PL). The transaction man-

agement components support two-phase commit over

local DBMSS so as to achieve serializable execution.

With respect to the global deadlock problem, Myriad

uses a timeout mechanism to resolve it. A timeout pe-

riod is associated with each local query submitted to the

gateway. If the result of a local query does not return

within the timeout period, the entire global transaction

is assumed to be involved in a global deadlock and is

aborted.

At the application tool level, an easy-to-use query

interface haa been implemented. This allows federation

users and DBAs to browse/modify/create federated

schemss and pose transaction as well as query requests

to the Myriad system.

3 Puture Plans

Myriad serves as a testbed for validating and compar-

ing solutions to various FDBS problems such ss query

optimization and transaction management. In the fu-

ture, we will adapt Myriad to object-oriented paradigm

in which local databases and applications are treated as

objects. We will examine the possibilities of construct-
ing a workflow model on top of Myriad. We also seek

to build real applications on Myriad.
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